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Summary
Transgenic flies carrying a 7.2 kb piece of DNA from
the period fper) gene were analyzed for the presence of
circadian locomotor activity rhythms and fluctuations
of pew-encoded mRNA and protein. The 5’ end of this
genomic fragment is within the first intron, which pre
cedes the coding region. This promotorless
fragment
could rescue circadian behavioral rhythms and mediate
spatial expression of PER in a subset of wild-type per
cells within the CNS and PNS. In one behaviorally rhythmic line, PER protein was found in only “per lateral neurons.” In the rhythmic transgenics, per mRNA and protein levels undergo circadian
cycling, as previously
described for wild type. Cycling of PER in brain cells of
flies carrying the same 7.2 kb piece of per DNA under
the control of a heat shock promotor corroborated
the
hypothesis that per’s molecular cyclings and behavioral
rhythmicity are causally related.
Introduction
The period
(per) gene is central to the functioning
of
the circadian oscillator
in Drosophila
melanogaster.
For example, null mutations at the per locus abolish
the endogenously
driven behavioral
rhythm in constant conditions
(for review see Konopka,
1987); in
light-dark
(LD) cycling conditions,pePlflies
passively
respond to the LD changes instead of being synchronized by them (Wheeler et al., 1993). These aberrant
(or absent) features of locomotor
rhythmicity
can be
rescued to quasi-normality
by transforming
mutants
with DNAfragmentsclonedfrom
thenormalperlocus
(for review see Hall and Kyriacou, 1990; also see HamblenCoyle
et al., 1992).
Identification
of pets transcription
unit and coding
region (e.g., Citri et al., 1987) led to molecular investigations of how per might function as a clock. As a
whole, these studies suggested that elements of this
gene’s expression contribute
to a self-sustained
oscillator. Antibodies
to pets translation
product showed
that PER protein immunoreactivity
cycles in a circadian manner: the staining peak was found to be at
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the end of the night, and little or no PER was seen at
the end of the day (Siwicki et al., 1988; Zerr et al., 1990).
per mRNA also cycles with the same approximately
24
hr periodicity
as the protein
(Hardin et al., 1990,
1992b). These mRNA and protein cycles are interconnected in that per mRNA is the template for PER protein synthesis, and PER protein is required
for the
cycling of its own mRNA (for review see Takahashi,
1992). Since the PER protein peaks several hours after
that of the mRNA and also influences the cycling of
its own mRNA at the transcriptional
level (Hardin et
al., 1990,1992b),
PER would seem to regulate its own
transcription
negatively (i.e., as the protein comes up,
the mRNA comes down). In accordance
with a more
direct effect of per on its own transcription,
PER at
its”peak time” is predominantly
located in the nucleus
in most per-expressing
tissues (Liu et al., 1992).
Although per is normally expressed in awide variety
of nonneuronal
as well as neuronal tissues (Siwicki
et al., 1988; Liu et al., 1988, 1991; Saez and Young,
1988), the brain is the organ most relevant to per’s role
in circadian activity rhythms. This is because behavioral experiments
involving mosaic flies comprised of
two per genotypes revealed that the head is the focus
of this gene’s action with regard to circadian locomotor rhythms (Konopka et al., 1983). In the brain, PER
expression can be detected in about 20 neurons in a
dorsal area and approximately
30 neurons in lateral
regions. It is also present in all photoreceptor
nuclei
and in many glial cells located in most, if not all, ganglia of the adult CNS (Ewer et al., 1992). per expression
in the aforementioned
lateral neurons and glia appear
relevant to circadian rhythmicity.
Lateral neuronal expression seemed necessary for a mosaic to exhibit
robust activity rhythms; yet, these “patches”of
genetically normal tissue in the mosaics always included
some nearby per+ glia. Expression of that wild-type
allele only
in glia (i.e., in relatively small patches,
which were not close to the locations of PER neurons)
also could mediate extremely weak rhythmicity
(Ewer
et al., 1992).
These temporal and spatial features of per gene expression (if not the model implied
by them) are at
issue in the current study, which revolves around a
7.2 kb per transgene. This DNA fragment is devoid of
5’ flanking material, pets first (noncoding)
exon, and
most of the 2.3 kb first intron (i.e., all but 338 nucleotides of it). Yet, this piece of DNA can robustly rescue
the arrhythmicity
of the host strain (Hamblen et al.,
1986). The two ‘7.2 lines” (out of ten originally
transformed) that manifested endogenous
rhythms in constant darkness (DD) had period values of about 26 hr,
which is outside the normal range. Whether behavioral rescue in the rhythmic lines is accompanied
by
normal expression
of the protein and RNA was not
examined. This is of special interest because a heat
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Period
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1
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5
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0
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0
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25

0
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25
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15
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2
1
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25
29
15

0
0
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7
13
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SEM)
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(+SEM)
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(f SEM)

Genotypes,
including
locations
of the 7.2 kb per inserts, are in the first row. The constant
ambient
temperatures
at which behavioral
tests were carried
out are in the second
row. The number
of tested animals,
divided
into those that were rhythmic
(Rhy.) versus
arrhythmic
(Arr.)
by periodogram
analysis,
are in rows 3 and 4. The behavioral
data analyzed
came from
week
2 of the
2- and 3-week
runs (see Experimental
Procedures),
i.e., when the flies had proceeded
from LD into DD. To test for temperature
compensation,
flies were first entrained
in 12L:12D at 25°C; they then proceeded
into DD, at which time the temperature
was changed
to either 15OC or 29°C. Values determined
by periodogram
analysis
are shown in the last three rows: period of the rhythm;
power
(amplitude
above the period with the highest significanceabove
the 5% level); and width (number
of period values in 0.5 hr increments,
which were significant
at the 5% level). Power and width are metrics
reflecting
the strength
of a periodogram-determined
rhythm
(see Liu et al., 1991; Ewer et al., 1992). Tiny width values reflect spikes (as opposed
to bona fide peaks) in a periodogram
plot, i.e.,
peaklets
that cross the significance
line but only with regard to 1 or 2 bins (see Hamblen
et al., 1986); large such values accompany
broad (and usually low power) peaks that reflect sloppily
appearing - rhythms
for which it is difficult
to assign definitive
period value.
-

shock-perfusion
gene, missing this 5’ flanking DNA,
has biological
activity and can resue (albeit weakly)
the arrhythmicity
of host (pep’) flies when they are
maintained
at high temperature
(Ewer et al., 1988,
1990). This, in retrospect,
raised the possibility
that
per’s molecular cyclings might be unnecessary for behavioral
rhythmicity.
The analysis of the 7.2 per
transgenic
strains therefore
bears on the neural substrates of Drosophila
melanogaster’s
circadian rhythmicity, in addition
to the possibility that cyclical expression of per could be experimentally
uncoupled
from the fly’s biological
rhythms.
Results
Free-Running and Entrained Behavior
We analyzed in detail five lines that carry the 7.2 kb
fragment of S-less genomic per DNA for their circadian locomotor
rhythms. Flies were monitored
under
conditions
of DD to obtain information
about the
qualitiesoftheendogenousoscillator
present in these
flies; LD cycles were imposed upon them to test the
circadian
pacemaker’s
ability to synchronize
to the
LD Zeitgeber.
In DD, only two out of ten lines originally
transformed, 7.2~2 and 7.2~9, turned out to be rhythmic
(Hamblen et al., 1986). Recent results (Table 1) confirm
theoriginal
findings.Thetwo
rhythmic lines exhibited
periods
of the free-running
locomotor
activity of

about 26 hr, which is 2 hr longer than the approximately 24 hr rhythm of wild-type
flies (p < .OOOl for
both lines; Mann-Whitney
U tests; for additional
determinations
of wild-type
rhythm periods, see Hamblen et al., 1986; Helfrich, 1986; Konopka et al., 1989).
The wild-type-like
ratio of rhythmic versus arrhythmic
flies and other features of the periodogram
of those
flies (i.e., the “power”of
the period and the number of
significant periods associated with the periodograms;
Table 1) indicate that a strong oscillator is present in
these two lines. Line 7.2:2 generated a weaker power
value than line 7.2:9 (p < 0.004; U test), but both of
the rhythmic
lines are statistically
indistinguishable
from wild type (p values, 0.14 and 0.08, respectively;
U tests). Flies from the other three 7.2 lines behaved
like pep’ controls: no apparent periodicity
could be
detected in DD by inspection of actograms or by periodogram analysis.
Importantly,
the two rhythmic lines conserve a key
feature of circadian rhythmicity,
which is temperature
compensation
of the period of the free-running
activity rhythm. Line 7.2:9 did not change its period at all
over a temperature
range of 14OC. Line 7.2:2 showed
a slight (3%), yet statistically significant,
lengthening
of r at 15X (ANOVA analysis with a posteriori comparisons) (Table 1).
All of these transgenic
strains were tested for their
ability to adjust their behavior to an imposed LD cycle
of 24 hr; these diel activity patterns were compared
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Average activity
plots of locomotor
data collected
under conditions
of 12L:12D. These data came from the first 7-8 days of the 2- and
3-week
runs (in which the flies started out in LD; see Experimental
Procedures).
To generate
the six histograms
shown,
locomotor
data from a given fly (see Figures 2A and 28) were first superposed
to generate
activity
values-for
the 48 0.5 hr bins shown-which
were averaged
per day. Then, the daily activities
of all flies of the same genotype
were superposed,
to produce
average activity values
per day per fly and hence display the entrainment
abilities of all adults expressing
a given per-related
genotype
(for further
details
of the superposition
methods
see Hamblen-Coyle
et al., 1989). Activity
exhibited
during the light part of the cycle is indicated
with
open bars; activity during the dark phase is shown by closed bars. In each plot, the analytically
determined
phase accompanying
the
evening
peak of activity
(see Hamblen-Coyle
et al., 1992) is indicated;
such values are in hours, with reference
(+ or -) to the time of
light to dark transitions.
(A) per transgenic
strain (#2), which carries
a 7.2 kb (per+derived)
transgene
and is rhythmic
in DD; the behavioral
records
of 31
individually
monitored
7.2~2 adults were superposed;
the inset shows averaged
LD behavior
of per+ controls
(n = 21); (B) DD rhythmic
strain 7.2:9, n = 31; (C) 7.2 transgenic
line #7, which is arrhythmic
in DD, n = 32, accompanied
by the LD behavior
of pep’ controls
(inset; n = 23); (D) DD arrhythmic
strain 7.2:1, n = 31.

with those of wild-type and pep’ flies. Inspection
of
actograms and average activity plots derived from the
7.2 lines revealed that all five lines could adjust to the
environmental
cycles. Yet, the transgenics
yielded at
least two different behavioral
patterns. Flies from the
two rhythmic lines (7.2:2 and 7.2:9) behaved like wild
type (Figures IA and 16). The latter differ from the
pep’ arrhythmic
mutant by exhibiting
two peaks of
activity, one at about lights on (morning peak) and a
second one in the”evening;“the
rise phase preceding
the latter peak (especially) commenced
well before
lights off, as it does in Drosophila
expressing a variety
of genotypes
that permit free-running
rhythmicity
(e.g., Hamblen-Coyle
et al., 1992). Thus, these two per

transgenics
are able to entrain: individual
7.2:2 and
7.2:9 flies are in synchrony to the LD cycles and (within
either of these strains) to one another; they also anticipate the environmental
transitions
(see HamblenCoyle et al., 1992; Wheeler et al., 1993).
Closer inspection
of the average activity plots reveals, however, that the lights-on anticipation
in these
two strains was reduced compared
with wild type,
especially
in line 7.2:2. Also, the evening peak was
later than that of wild type by 0.9 hr in line 7.2:2 and
1.2 hr in line7.2:9(Figurel).Thedelayedeveningpeak
reflects the fact that, in these lines, the underlying
(free-running)
oscillation
has a longer period than in
wild type (see Hamblen-Coyle
et al., 1992).
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(A) Double-plotted
actogram
of a fly from transgenic
strain 7.2:2, monitored
for 23 days under three different
conditions.
Successive
days of activity
values (infrared
beam breakages
accompanying
the fly’s locomotor
behavior)
are displayed
horizontally
(hence,
a
“double
plot”) and vertically.
The “time” axis at the top shows two 12 hr blocks of darkness
(closed) and two 12 hr light blocks (open).
For the first 7 days, the fly was in 12Lz12D. On day 8, the lights did not come on at their regular time; the fly continued
to have its
behavior
monitored
in DD for the following
6 days. On day 15, a second
12L:12D cycle commenced;
it was of the opposite
phase
compared
with the one at the beginning
of the experiment
(as indicated
by the shifted closed versus open blocks on the bottom time
axis).
(B and D) Activity
plots (averaged
per day; see Figure 1) for the times the fly was in the LD and the DL conditions
(data were not
included
in these average activity
plots for days during which
the Zeitgeber
cycle was incomplete
because
of a change
in the LD
schedule).
(C) A chi square periodogram
(see Sokolove
and Bushell,
1978; Hamblen
et al., 1986) computed
for the DD part of the record;
the
peak value shown is the best estimate
of this fly’s free-running
period (r); the power (see text) accompanying
this periodogram
(the
dimensionless
ordinate
value, between
the diagonal 5% significance
line and the peak) is 79; the width of the peak at the significance
level is 8 (0.5 hr) bins (see text and Table 1).

Two of the strains-7.2:7
(Figure IC) and 7.2:5 (data
not shown)-exhibited
behavior
identical to that of
pep’. As occurs when this mutant behaves in LD conditions (Wheeler et al., 1993), the average activity of
these 7.2 transgenic types was higher throughout
the
light part of thecyclethan
in darkness. Accompanying
the dark to light or light to dark transition, these pePI-

like transgenics did not anticipate lights on or lights
off, but exhibited
so-called “startle responses,”
i.e.,
0.5-I hr periods of enhanced activity, caused by the
abrupt environmental
changes (see Hamblen-Coyle
et al., 1992; Wheeler et al., 1993).
The 7.2:1 per transgenic (Figure ID) deviated somewhat from the behavior of the two other arrhythmic
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DN

LNd
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G
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Staining

n

pePI
pep;
peP
peP
peP

7.2:2
7.2:9
7.2:1
7.2~5
%2:7

+*
+
-

1.9 f 0.6
-

1.6 f
2.6 f
-

0.5
0.6

3.2 f 0.4
4.6 f 0.4
-

+

-

-

+
-

-

-

-

-

-
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type

-I-

13
17
5
4
5
21
2
6

5.1 f
-

0.7

5.2 + 0.9

+
-

+
-

+
-

+
-

-

7
7
2
2
2
6
1
2

peP
per-

-

7.4 f 1.3
-

-

Flies were stained with the anti-PER antibody
at the presumptive
high and low time points of protein expression,
i.e., at the end of
the night (at lights on) and at the end of the day (at lights off). (+) and (-) indicate whether
staining was detected
or not, respectively.
The number
of animals (n) stained for each genotype
is given (all animals showed
at least some staining, except for 1 fly from line
7.22, which is indicated
by (*). In this exceptional
individual,
we could not detect the lateral neurons;
however,
inspection
of the fly’s
activity
record showed
that it had become arrhythmic
3 days prior to the end of the behavioral
test. For the time of high protein
abundance,
the structures
that stained are indicated
(see abbreviations,
below). In addition,
the number
of perexpressing
neurons
(per half-head,
and assigned
to the cellular clusters
noted below) was counted,
leading to the mean and SEM values tabulated.
The
counts were performed
on transgenic
line 7.29 (n = 20), 7.2:2 (n = 141, and wild-type
control
flies (n = 12) (see Ewer et al., 1992, who
also provided
a separate series of DN and LN counts for anti-PER-stained
wild type). The staining intensities,
subjectively
assessed,
were strongest
in wild-type
lateral neurons
and photoreceptors;
less intense for those two cell types in transgenic
strain 7.29; and
weakest
in the lateral neurons
(the only immunoreactive
cells) of 7.2~2. Abbreviations:
DN, dorsal PER neurons;
LNd, relatively
dorsal
group of lateral neurons (see Figure 1 of Ewer et al., 1992); LNv, ventral group of lateral neurons (see Ewer et al., 1992); PR, photoreceptors
(including
ocelli); G, glia; CC, corpora cardiaca.

lines.
In LD, its activity
pattern
resembled
entrained
behavior,
in that lights
off was anticipated
to some
degree.
Perhaps
some weakperaction
can be brought
above
some
threshold
or complemented
by the entraining
light
stimulus.
This transgenic’s
phenotype
is similar
to that influenced
by the peP” allele
(Hamblen-Coyle
et al., 1989), which
seems
like a very weak
hypomorph
(i.e., expressing
just above
the level
of
pep’).
Thus,
both that mutant and the 7.21 flies could
have their per alleles expressed
too weakly
to be
rhythmic
in DD, yet enough
above
zero to be quasi-

conditions,thisfly’sendogenousactivityrhythm,with
a period (7) of 26 hr, was manifested. The onset of the
fly’s principal peak of free-running
activity in DD can
readily be extrapolated
back to the main peak in LD,
which occurred near the time of the light to dark transition, After the 8 days in constant conditions,
the fly
had shifted away from its originally
entrained
state
by about 16 hr. From day 16 to day 23, the fly was
subjected to a second Zeitgeber
cycle, of opposite
phase (dark-light
[DL]) to the one applied at the begin-

normal in conditions
of environmental
cycling.
When the various genotypes
were subjected to a
phase-shift of the LD cycle (see following
section and
Figure 3), or re-entrained
after a free run in DD (as
exemplified
in Figure 2), they resumed the behaviors
shown in Figure 1. The nonrhythmic
flies merely responded to the LD transition,
whereas the rhythmic
7.2 lines and the wild-type
controls anticipated
the
environmental
changes. The degrees of anticipation
and the peaks of the evening activity were again typical for the various genotypes
(data not shown). The
phases of peak evening activity (with reference to the
respective light to dark transition
times) before and
after imposing
the environmental
(LD) phase-shifts
werestatisticallyindistinguishable(seven
U testswere
performed,
one for each genotype;
the p values
ranged from 0.17 to 0.54).
Figure 2 shows an example of the behavior of a
rhythmic 7.22 fly that was monitored
for 3 weeks under different environmental
regimes. In a 12 hr light:
12 hr dark (12L:12D) cycle (day l-day 7), the activity
rhythm of this fly maintained
synchrony with the 24
hr periodicity
of the environmental
stimulus. From
day 8 to day 15, the animal was in DD. Under these

(Wheeler et al., 1993), this 7:2:2 transgenic
individual
rapidly adjusted to the new environmental
cycle by
an advancing phase-shift and resumed entrained
behavior similar to that observed at the beginning
of
the experiment.
That certain of the 7.2 promoterless
per transgenics
not only exhibit free-running,
temperature-compensated behavioral
rhythms, but also can entrain and
re-entrain to LD cycles, supports the notion that these
two strains possess robust, nearly normal circadian
pacemakers.

ning

of the

experiment.

As wild-type

flies

readily

do

Spatial and Temporal Distribution
of the PER Protein
in 7.2 Transgenic Flies
We compared
the spatial expression of PER protein
among the 7.2 transgenics
with antibody-mediated
staining in wild-type adults. PER is normally expressed
in a variety of adult cells and tissues. In the nervous
system, aPER antibodies
label all photoreceptor
cells
in thecompound
eyes and ocelli, three groups of neurons in the brain, and many glial cells dispersed
throughout
the nervous system (e.g., Ewer et al., 1992).
In addition to glial staining exclusively in the thoracic
ganglia, nonneuronal
tissues-nuclei
within cells of
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the corpora cardiaca and gut-are
stained by application of these reagents (Siwicki et al., 1988; Liu et al.,
1988; Ewer et al., 1992). In wild-type adults, PER immunoreactivity
cycles in a circadian
manner in neural
tissues (Siwicki et al., 1988; Zerr et al., 1990). Cycling
of staining in the corpora cardiaca and in the gut has
now been detected as well (Table 2). In all these tissues, PER immunoreactivity
of flies in LD exhibited a
peak near the time of lights on and a trough when
the lights went off.
We examined per expression in all five 7.2 lines (Table2), staining them during times at which, according
to the entraining
LD cycle, the signals would be expected to be at their maximal and minimal intensities.
At the end of the light phase, when PER immunoreactivity is low, no staining was found in any of the 7.2
transgenics;
it was similarly not detectable
(at that
phase) in wild type, pep’, and per- (the latter two serving as negative controls).
In the arrhythmic
7.2 lines, no PER staining was detectable even at the end of the dark phase, when PER
immunoreactivity
is normally
maximal.
In the two
rhythmic 7.2 lines, however, staining was observed
(near the predicted
peak time in LD) in a subset of
locations where it is present in wild-type adults (Table
2). These two transgenics
also differed
from each
other in their expression pattern. In 7.2:9, all photoreceptor nuclei were stained, as were all three neuronal
groups (two lateral, one dorsal); yet, glial staining was
not evident even at the predicted timeof peak staining
intensity(Table
2). In thethorax,
nuclei of thegutwere
labeled in 7.2:9 flies sectioned at the end of the night,
whereas
no staining
in the corpora
cardiaca was
apparent
(Table 2). The other rhythmic
line, 7.2:2,
showed an even more restricted pattern. In it, theonly
detectable
immunoreactivity
was in the bilaterally
symmetrical
groups of lateral neurons;
no staining
was detected in the dorsal neurons, photoreceptors,
or glial cells; no thoracic signals (in glia, gut, or corpora cardiaca) were detected in line 7.2:2 (Table 2).
The subcellular
localization
of PER labeling appeared
most prominent
in the nuclei of photoreceptors
(line
7.29 only) and (as far as could be discerned
at low
resolution)
in neurons
(both rhythmic
transgenic
lines)-as
is the case in wild-type adult heads (Liu et
al., 1992; Ewer et al., 1992).
The locations of PER-immunoreactive
CNS cells in
the two rhythmic 7.2 transgenics were in accordance
with the normal position of”perneurons,“though
the
numbers
of staining perikarya
were reduced compared with wild type. In such normal flies, there are
up to IO dorsal per neurons per side (about 30 pm
into the brain, in a series of horizontal
sections); the
lateral neurons consist of two groups, one forming a
cluster of about six cells at the inner anterior rim of
the medulla, the lower group (positioned
about 30
pm further down, at the level of the esophagus)
appearing as a line of six to eight cells along the medulla
neuropil in horizontal
sections (Ewer et al., 1992). In
the rhythmic 7.2:9 transgenic, the numbers of all per

neurons were reduced by about 50% and in lateral
cells by 30% (Table 2). Only lateral neurons were detected in line 7.2:2 (Table 2), and they were even fewer
in number (about half the wild-type
counts).
The behavioral
findings seem to correlate with the
numberofper-expressing
CNScellsand
their staining
intensity. Line 7.2:9, which has a relatively strong (but
not wild-type) activity rhythm (Table I), showed staining in subnormal
numbers of dorsal plus lateral neurons and in photoreceptor
cells (Table 2). In contrast,
line 7.2:2, which normally gives the weakest rhythms
of the three relevant genotypes (Table I), yielded the
least intense staining. This was only in lateral neurons
and occurred in even fewer cells than in the 7.2:9 line
(Table 2).
We believe that a key contribution
to the varying
strengths of the rhythms observed in this study stems
from differential
per expression
in the lateral brain
neurons, as opposed to (for example) the absence of
photoreceptor
expression
in one (but not the other)
transgenic
line. This is concluded
in part from comparing the behavior of the rhythmic 7.2 lines with that
of oc+;eya’ and oc’;eyal mutants; such flies lack all
or almost all (in the single mutant) of the external
photoreceptors
and thus a high percentage
of normally per-expressing
cells. Yet, the power values determined from monitoring
the behavior of these mutants were robust: oc+;eya’: 109 f 7 (n = 52) and oc’;
eyal: 110 f 9 (n = 47), essentially the same as that
derived from contemporaneously
tested wild types
(power, 114 k 6; n = 15; a separate series of flies from
the normal ones in Table 1). If elimination
of external
photoreceptors,
which normallyexpressper,
does not
reduce rhythmic strength, then the lack of the gene’s
expression
in those adult (PNS) cells-in
strain 7.2:
2-is unlikely to be the reason for its relatively weak
rhythmicity.
Note in this regard that per expression
in photoreceptors
alone cannot mediate a rhythmic
behavioral
phenotype
(Ewer et al., 1992).
The experiments
described above revealed that the
PER protein in the rhythmic strains was not only present in a subset of the normal wild-type
pattern, but
also cycled with a daily rhythm (Table 2). Since entrained flies were sectioned within 4 hr windows of
the peak and trough time points, we are convinced
that we included the respective high and low levels,
even though the peaks and troughs may be slightly
delayed, as deduced from behavior and RNA cycling
in those lines (see previous section and the following
one).
To determine
whether
cycling
of the protein
changes in parallel with rhythmic behavior, we shifted
the behavioral rhythm by phase advancing the LD cycle 7 hr. Flies were fixed/processed
for immunohistochemistry at their presumptive
high and low levels of
protein abundance (see above), after the behavior was
fully re-entrained
to the 7 hr advanced cycle (Figure
3). Of the 55 flies that were tested behaviorally
in this
experiment,28were
sectioned and stained (17at lights
on and 11 at lights off). No staining was detected in
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the 11 flies taken at the low time points; Figures 3E
and 3F). All but 1 of the flies from the rhythmic strains
(see legend to Table 2) showed staining at the “new
peaktime”(Figures3A-3D).These
results indicatethat
an environmental
phase-shift leads to parallel phaseshifts in diel behavioral rhythmicityand
in PER protein
cycling; this issue has not been examined previously
(i.e., even in studies of wild-type
rhythms).
Promoterless per Constructs Can Produce
Cycling Transcripts
Endogenous
peP- and 7.Zderived
mRNA levels were
measured to determine
whether the behavioral
and
protein fluctuation
rhythms would correlate with per
transcript
cycling. Two possibilities
suggest themselves in this regard: the 7.Zderived
transcripts
do
not cycle, which would indicate that the sequences
missing from the 7.2 gene are necessary for RNA cycling and that PER protein cycling is autonomous;
if
these mRNAs do cycle, sequences sufficient for per
mRNA cycling would lie within the gene or near the
two genomic insertion
sites.
Todistinguish
between these possibilities, an RNAase
protection
probe was designed that can discriminate
between the 7.Zderived
transcripts
and the endogenous pep’-derived
transcripts (see Experimental
Procedures). RNAase protections
using this probe were
performed
on head RNA extracted from 7.2:9 transformants,collected,andfrozenat4hrintervalsduring
12L:12D (Figure 4). Consistent
with previous results
(Hardin et al., MO), endogenous
peP mRNA was
rescued to somewhat low amplitude
cycling (about
3-fold, peak to trough). One reason for the relatively
low amplitude
could be the absence of PER in the glia
of 7.2:9 adults. In those cells, peP (nonsense mutation-containing)
mRNA would be produced at a fairly
robust level but would not cycle in the absence of
the protein (note that this mutated mRNA does not
cycle at all in flies carrying only the peP7 allele; Hardin
et al., 1990); thus, a constant amount of glial-derived
per transcript
would contribute
to each time point
and reduce the amplitude
of mRNA cycling, which
occurs in this transgenic type within per neurons and
photoreceptors.
In any event, the results in Figure 4
indicate that PER protein produced
by the 7.2 kb per
transgene contributes
in trans to a temporal modulation of pep’ mRNA levels (see Hardin et al., 1990). The
7.29-encoded
per mRNA also consistently
cycled in
its own abundance
(Figure 4). The amplitude
of this
transgene-derived
cycling
(approximately
2.5-fold)
was similar to that accompanying
the endogenous
peP allele’s expression, though the absolute mRNA
levels produced
by the former were lower (Figure 4).
In these RNAase protection
experiments,
the phase
of the transgene-derived
per mRNA cycling was delayed relative to the wild-type peak early in the night
(Figure 4; see Hardin et al., 1990). The molecularly
determined
phase delay parallels the delay seen in LD
behavioral
activity of the 7.2:9 transformants
(see
above). This result is analogous to the phase advances

and delays seen in transcript cycling and locomotor
activity of perS and perL mutants, respectively, during
LD (Hardin et al., 1990; Hamblen-Coyle
et al., 1992).
The same experiment
was performed
on line 7.2:2
(once), and the mRNA encoded by the transgene also
showed low amplitude
cycling (approximately
2-fold).
The endogenous
peP mRNA did not cycle in this experiment;
it should in principle
be driven to do so
in the few neurons in which the 7.2 kb transgene
is
expressed, but this would be swamped (in RNAase
protection
experiments
using material from whole
heads) by the noncycling
of the pePI-encoded
transcript in the many other per-expressing
cells where
the 7.2:2 construct produces no PER protein. In contrast, 7.2:9 expresses the normal per’ open reading
frame in hundreds
of photoreceptors
in addition to
the neurons, so that appreciable
rescue of peP noncycling can be readily rationalized
(see above).
Expression of the 7.2 kb per Transgene Under the
Control of a heat shock protein 70 Promoter
Ewer et al. (1990) showed that, at a constantly elevated
temperature
of 29OC, a heat shock protein 70 (hsp70)
promoter-driven
per 7.2 gene can “turn on” rhythmicity in transformed
peP flies. At low (18°C) or
normal (25°C) temperature,
these transformants
are
essentially
arrhythmic.
We used the baculovirusderived antibody to examine the detectability,
distribution, and cycling of PER in flies that carry this hspper 7.2 fusion gene. We also investigated
whether
7.2-derived mRNA could be detected to cycle in these
transformants.
When hsp-per 7.2 transgenic flies were reared and
kept at 18OC, the adults’ behavior resembled
that of
peP or per- flies (see Wheeler et al., 1993). The activity
is spread throughout
the light phase of the LD cycle, and minimal anticipation
of the environmental
changes was observed (Figure 5A). After shifting the
temperature
to 29OC, the average-activity
plots for this
genotype
revealed that the behavior changed to an
entrained
pattern (Figure 5B) similar to that of the
rhythmic 7.2 lines deficient
of the hsp70 promoter.
The peak of activity occurred at lights off in flies kept
in 12L:12D, and there was appreciable
anticipation
of
this environmental
transition.
hsp-per
7.2 flies which had been continuously
maintained
at ItV’C showed no detectable
PER staining in any tissue, regardless
of whether
measurements were taken at the end of night (n = 3) or at the
end of day(n = 6). In contrast, PER stainingwas
readily
detected in hsp-per7.2
transformants
during the first
4 days, following
a temperature
shift to 29X At the
end of the night, PER was found in many neuronal
and nonneuronal
tissues (n = 27); in the head, it was
most prominently
present in the photoreceptors
and
in glial cells (in more than 90% of the animals for each
cell type), and it was also seen in the lateral neurons
in aboutSO% oftheflies(FiguresbAand6B).Theintensity of the staining decreased in glial cells, from the
first to fourth
LD cycle at 29OC. This is in contrast with
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(A) RNAase protection
assays were performed
as described
in Experimental
Procedures.
The number
above each lane indicates
hours
since the last lights on. Arrows
denote the positions
of the 7.2:9-derived
RNA-protected
fragment
(7.2:9 mRNA), the endogenous
pep’
RNA-protected
fragment
@efl mRNA), and the rp49 RNA-protected
fragment
(RP49 mRNA).
(B) Quantification
of the cycling
data in (A). Three independant
measurements
of 7.29 RNA cycling
were made and are labeled 7.2:
9 mRNA “(A),” 7.2:9 mRNA “(By’ and 7.29 mRNA “(C).” Relative RNA abundances
refer to the values of the endogenous
peP RNA or
7.2derived
RNA to rp49 RNA, where the peak reading for each experiment
was adjusted
to 100. Symbols
for the different
transcripts
are defined
on the figure. The RNAase protection
shown
in (A) is experiment
“(C).” The open and closed horizontal
bars symbolize
times when lights were on or off, respectively.

the lateral neurons, whose staining was practically
undetectable
IO-12 hr (Zeitgeber Time [ZTj O-2) after
the temperature
shift (ZT 14), but then became readily
detectable
at that time in the second cycle at 29Y.
PERwas also expressed at lower levels in other tissues,
e.g., in sensory bristles in the eyes, in a few cells scattered throughout
cortical areas of the head ganglia,
and also in muscle tissue in the head, where PER is
normally not present. Another area of prominent
hspwere thoracic muscles, where
driven per expression
such expression also has not been detectable in wild-

type flies or in per transgenics lacking the hsp70 promoter (Figure 6C).
At the end of the light phase, the staining pattern
hsp-per
7.2 transformants
was
of these heat-induced
quite different from the pattern at the end of the dark
phase (Figures 6D and 6E). Overall, the immunohistochemical signals in these transformants
(n = 17) were
elevated compared with wild-type flies at the end of
the day (which is the staining trough). However, only
minimal per expression was detected in typical “per
cells.” Faint signals were seen in photoreceptors
and

by the closed and open bars on top of the actograms;
on day 7, the cycle was phase advanced
by 7 hr (corresponding
to the bars at
the bottom
of the records);
after 10 days in the advanced
LD cycle, the flies were taken out of the behavioral
test (arrow)
either at
the end of the dark phase (“Night”)
(A), or at the end of the light phase (“Day’? (E).
(B-D and F) These individuals
were immediately
assessed
(immunohistochemically)
for the presence
of the PER protein.
(B) Section from the fly taken at the end of the night (A) showing
staining
in the lateral neurons,
the only signal-containing
cells
observed
in the head of this individual
(LN, arrow).
Bar, 30 urn.
(C) All the per-expressing
lateral neurons
that were found in different
planes of section through
the head of fly (A): 5 lateral neurons
appeared
clearly above background,
and another
4 lateral neurons
could just be distinguished
from background.
Bar, 8 urn.
(D) Staining pattern
of a wild-type
control
fly, which was subjected
to the same schedule
as the transgenic
in (A) and was stained at
the end of the dark phase; photoreceptor
nuclei robustly
express
PER protein (arrowheads);
in this plane of section,
3 lateral neurons
are also visible (arrow),
out of a total of 28 found in this wild-type
adult (both sides of the head). Additionally,
18 dorsal neurons
(not
observable
in this plane of section)
and some glial cells were stained.
Bar, 50 pm.
(F) Absence
of detectable
staining
in a 7.2~2 transgenic
sectioned
at the end of the day; the LD behavior
of this fly is in (E). Bar, 30
w
Abbreviations
for anatomical
CBr, central
brain; LN, lateral

structures
neurons.

(the first

four

of which

are optic

ganglia):

La, lamina;

Me, medulla;
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Average
activity
plot (as described
in Figure 1) of Q-per
7.2 transformant
flies at WC
and 29OC.
(A) Superposed
activity
records
of 81 individual
records
of hsp-per
7.2 flies raised at WC
and monitored
after eclosion
for 3-4 days
in 12L12D cycles at a constant
ambient
temperature
of 18°C. Compare
the hsp-per
7.2 transformants’
behavior
at 18’% (when the
hsp is not activated)
to that of arrhythmic
pePI flies (insert in Figure IC; also see Ewer et al., 1990), or per- flies (Wheeler
et al., 1993).
(B) Superposed
activity records
of a subgroup
of the flies (n = 36) shown in (A) after the temperature
was raised to 29OC at the beginning
of the dark time of the fifth LD cycle. The transformants’
behavior
was continuously
monitored
for another
7 days at the elevated
temperature.
(Flies that were taken out of the behavioral
tests to be stained for PER on the first 2 days after the temperature
rise were
not included
in the graph).
Compare
the induced
behavior
of the hsp-per
7.2 flies at 29OC with the rhythmic
7.2 lines and to wild
type (Figures
IA and 16). The analytically
determined
phase (method:
Hamblen-Coyle
et al., 1992) accompanying
the evening
peak of
activity
is indicated
(see Figure 1).

glia (20% of the hsp-per 7.2 flies sectioned) and in
lateral neurons (10% of these flies). In some cases,
PER could be detected in some anomalous
neurons
in the brain or in the thoracic ganglia (i.e., cells that
do not express this gene in wild type). At this (normal)
trough time, considerable
staining was observed
in
nonneuronal
tissues, ones that normally do not express per. These signals were most obvious in muscles
in the head and thorax (Figure 6E) and were indistinguishable from the levels seen at the peak time (end
of the night).
These findings
indicate
that, in the hsp70 per
transgenic, the PER protein cycles and that thiscycling
is specific to cells which normally express this gene.
Cycling appears not to be present, or is obscured,
in tissues where per expression
would seem to be

Figure

6. Distribution

and Cycling

of PER Protein

in hsp-per

induced
solely through
activation
by the spatially
ubiquitous
hsp70 promoter.
A high level of constitutive
PER staining in inappropriate tissues may explain the results we obtained for
the time course of per mRNA in the hsp-per7.2
transformants. Using a probe that recognizes
both pep’and 7.2-derived
mRNA, elevated per mRNA levels
were found in the heads of hsp-per
7.2 transgenics
taken every 4 hr, during the fifth LD cycle, at 29°C.
Although
fluctuations
in abundance
were seen, no
circadian cycling was detected (data not shown). We
are reluctant, however, to interpret this negative result as proof that per mRNA is not cycling in these
hsp-per
7.2 transformants.
Given the widespread
expression of PER protein in tissues where it is normally
not found and given the absence of protein cycling

7.2 Transformant

Flies

Typical staining
pattern
of hsp-per
7.2 transformant
flies at the end of the night (A-C) and at the end of the day (D-F) after raising
the temperature
from 18OC to 29OC.
(A) Horizontal
section through
the head showing
PER staining
in the photoreceptors
(arrows)
and in glia (arrowheads)
of a fly taken
at the end of the second dark phase at 29%; muscles
in the head (large arrowhead)
also show hsp promoter-driven
PER staining.
Bar, 40 urn.
(B) Staining in the photoreceptors
of the eye appears mainly nuclear (arrows),
and neurons
associated
with sensory
bristles (ectopically)
also express
PER (arrowheads).
Bar, 16 pm.
(C) Section through
the thorax
shows prominent
ectopic
PER staining
in longitudinal
and horizontal
muscles
(arrowheads),
as well
as wild-type-like
(albeit weak) per expression
in nuclei of the cardia-epithelium
(arrows);
the nonspecific
staining
in the central
part
of this structure
(seen in per- flies when applying
this antibody)
is marked
by a star. Bar, 80 urn.
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(D) Absence
of staining
is observed
in the photoreceptors,
glia, and lateral neurons
in a fly stained at
phase at 29T; nuclei in muscle tissue (large arrowhead),
which normally
does not express
PER. Abbreviations:
Lo, lobula; Lp, lobula-plate;
CBr, central brain. Bar, 40 urn.
(E) Higher magnification
view of the photoreceptors
shows that nuclei are not stained at the end of the
of the photoreceptors
could mean that some PER protein
is still present
in the cell bodies. Bar, 16 pm.
(F) Cells in the thoracic
muscles
were stained
by the application
of aPER antibody
(arrowheads)
at the
pattern
and intensity
were indistinguishable
from the signal at the end of the night; weak staining
was
the cardia (arrows);
the star indicates
nonspecific
staining,
which
is observed
in per- flies. Bar, 80 urn.

the

day;

end of the second
light
La, lamina; Me, medulla;
the general

darkening

end of the day; the staining
present
in the epithelium
of
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in such tissues, circadian cycling of per mRNA in the
relevant cells might be obscured
and therefore
not
detectable
by these methods.
Discussion

The S-less 7.2 per construct is able to restore a solidly
rhythmic
phenotype
to arrhythmic
pep’
host flies.
This includes the fact that the two (out of five) lines
which exhibited
free-running
rhythmicity
in DD did
not appreciably
change their circadian period over a
wide temperature
range, indicating
that the clock’s
temperature
compensation
is preserved in these per
transformants.
Moreover,
these two lines showed all
the proper criteria of entrainment
in LD cycles. They
synchronized
to an LD Zeitgeber,
and the phase of
the evening peak correlated
with the period of the
endogenous
rhythm (i.e., the longer T caused a more
delayed evening activity with respect to lights off; see
Hamblen-Coyle
et al., 1992). These transformants
also
followed
phase-shifts of the Zeitgeber. As previously
described
for wild-type
Drosophila,
characteristic
circadian cycling of PER protein and per mRNA levels
is also a hallmark of these promoterless,
behaviorally
rhythmic transgenics.
per controls
the fly’s rest-activity
cycles via certain
elements of its spatial expression. We have proposed
these to be per neurons and perglia in the adult brain
(Ewer et al., 1992). From behavioral analysis of the pertinent mosaics (expressing per+ or pePI in different
parts of the fly’s head), glial expression
alone was
found to be sufficient to mediate very weak, long period rhythmicity.
Robust rest-activity cycles were observed when per+ was present in at least some of the
per neurons
as well as in glia (necessarily,
in such
mosaics, many of them), located near those neurons.
The mosaics could not reveal whether
neuronal expression is sufficient or whether per glial expression
is also necessary for robust rhythms. On the basis
of the lack of detectable glial staining in both of the
rhythmic 7.2 lines, we suggest that per neuronal expression is sufficient for robust rhythmicity.
Both of the rhythmicpertransgenic
lines havecircadian periods which are significantly
longer than that
of wild-type Drosophila.
Rhythmicity
associated with
the 7.2:2 line was also somewhatweaker
(lower power)
than that measured for 7.2:9orwild-type
adults. These
differences
may indicate a contributory
role for glial
expression of this clock gene and even for its expression in photoreceptors,
the latter being present in
line 7.2:9 but absent in 7.2:2. A role for photoreceptor
expression is counterindicated
by our experiment
involving the ocelliless;
eyes absent
double mutant,
which genetically
eliminated
such cells but failed to
attenuate rhythm strength or period.
A difference
in staining intensity and numbers of
staining neurons could be responsible
for the (modest) behavioral
difference
between the 7.2:9 and 7.2:
2 strains. Differences
in neuronal staining might also
account for the behavioral difference between the 7.2:
9 strain and wild type, though the absence of perglial

expression
in the former may also contribute.
In this
regard, spatially restricted expression
of per within
the adult head in another transgenic type (called 8.0;
see below) was correlated
with weak behavioral
rhythms (Liu et al., 1991).
It is striking that the two rhythmic 7.2 transgenic
strains manifest proper neuronal expression,
which
is undetectable
in the three arrhythmic
strains. Since
the 7.2 kb per fragment, missing all 5’ flanking DNA,
is expressed in a particular
subset of the brain cells
in which the gene is normally expressed, per expression in these two strains is presumably
dependent
on insert position: These two chromosomal
insertion
sites, but not the others at which the 7.2 kb fragment
landed, permit or promote transcription
of the per
open reading frame in a subset of correct cells. The
two successful locations either insulate the 7.2 DNA
from negative influences
or provide some positive
cis-acting elements by enhancer trapping (for reviews
see Freeman, 1991; Mlodzik and Hiromi, 1992). Both
possibilities
are consistent with the fact that a somewhat larger fragment of per DNA (8.0 kb-also
S-less
but containing
approximately
800 additional
first intron nucleotides
compared with the 7.2 construct) is
biologically
active in each of a large number of independently
isolated 8.0 strains (Zehring et al., 1984;
Hamblen et al., 1986; Yu et al., 1987a, 1987b; Zerr et
al., 1990; Liu et al., 1991).
Given their restricted patterns of spatial expression,
it seems implausible
that two independent
“7.2 inserts” have landed near such a specific cis-acting element. More likely, in our view, is the possibility
that
these two insert locations happen to elicit or increase
general nervous system expression, which iscommon
in Drosophila
enhancer trapping
(see the aforementioned reviews). The restricted
expression
pattern
would then result from a collaboration
between cisacting elements present at the insert location and elements present within the 7.2 kb fragment. For example, the absence of 5’ flanking DNA and the normal
transcriptional
start site may precludeadequate
levels
of expression,
but a regulatory
element that contributes to proper spatial regulation
may still be present.
This would be analogous to certain other Drosophila
genes that seem to contain intragenic
(nonflanking)
regulatory
sequences
related to the transcriptional
control of their expression
(for example, sevenless:
Bowtell et al., 1989, 1991; and scabrous:
Graba et al.,
1992). Alternatively,
the spatial information
contained
within the 7.2 fragment may be posttranscriptional,
e.g., the PER protein may have a much greater half-life
in per neurons, glia, and photoreceptors
than in other
nervous system locations.
In principle, temporal features of per gene expression may also be due either to transcriptional
or to
posttranscriptional
regulatory phenomena.
However,
permRNAcycling
has been shown to betranscriptionally controlled
(Hardin et al., 1992b). It is therefore
likely, in our view, that the RNA cycling of the 7.2
kb-derived
per RNA is also mediated
by transcriptional regulation
and that there are important
cis-
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acting elements within the body of the gene (exons,
introns, or 3’flanking
DNA). The low amplitude of the
7.2-derived transcript cycling presumably
reflects the
fact that the intragenic elements normally collaborate
with cis-acting sequences
located in the 5’ flanking
DNA. That the intragenic
information
is inadequate
by itself or regulated in a different way is also reflected
in the abnormal
phase of the RNA curve; the peak is
time delayed in comparison
with thewild-type
pattern
(Hardin et al., 1990) or in comparison
with the pep’derived transcript, which is measured in the same experiment and contains the full complement
of normal
cis-acting elements.
It is intriguing
that the results
involving the mRNA transcribed
from the 7.2 kb per
transgene may reflect a mechanism
involved in other
genes whoseexpression
fluctuates in acircadian fashion. Stehle et al. (1993) recently showed that ICER, a
protein derived from the CREB family of transcriptional activators and repressors, functions as a repressor of cyclic AMP-induced
transcription;
the cycling
mRNA encoded within this mammalian
gene, which
is under circadian control in the rodent pineal gland,
is not regulated via Sflanking
sequences, but instead
from an intronic promoter.
As previously discussed, there is evidence that PER
protein itself participates
(perhaps rather directly) in
a feedback loop (Hardin et al., 1992b; Takahashi, 1992;
Huang et al., 1993) to affect cycling of its own transcript, and this role in transcriptional
regulation
is
likely also to apply to the 7.2-derived
protein and to
its as yet unidentified
site of action within the 7.2 gene.
Two other less likely possibilities
are that the two insert locations directly contribute
to transcriptionally
mediated
cycling, or that the rather low amplitude
cycling of the 7.2-derived transcript
is posttranscriptionally mediated. A posttranscriptional
mode of regulation might be normally masked bythe more robust
transcriptional
cycling of the wild-type gene-derived
transcript.
In contrast with the RNA cycling, the circadian fluctuations in PER protein levels are likely influenced
by
both transcriptional
and posttranscriptional
modes of
regulation. This is because there is evidence that posttranscriptional
mechanisms
may be necessary for robust PER protein cycling (Zwiebel et al., 1991; Edery
et al., 1994). Given that the 7.2 DNA fragment contains
the entire per-coding
region, certain modes of posttranscriptional
regulation
(e.g., temporal
regulation
of protein stability) might be unaltered
despite the
absence of 5’ flanking DNA. As the dynamics (phase
and amplitude)
of per RNA cycling reflect in part the
biological
activity of PER protein, the near wild-typelike cycling of the peP7 transcript
suggests that the
7.2:9 PER protein may have nearly normal activity, consistent with the strong behavioral
rhythms of this
strain and the robust (histochemical)
protein cycling.
Thus, a posttranscriptional
regulatory
mechanism
might make quite an important
contribution
to PER
protein cycling and to the protein’s biological activity.
The presence of circadian
regulatory
information
within the 7.2 kb fragment (whether transcriptional,

posttranscriptional,
or both) also helps explain previous, apparently
paradoxical data. The Sflanking
information has been shown to be sufficient to mediate
robust RNA cycling (Hardin et al., 1992b), yet a heat
shock-per
fusion gene, missing this 5’ flanking DNA,
has biological
activity and can rescue the arrhythmicity of host @eP)
flies when they are maintained
at high temperature
(Ewer et al., 1988,199O). We now
show that a robustly entrained
behavioral
rhythm in
LDcyclesattheinducingtemperatureisaccompanied
by cycling of PER protein in cells which normally express per: photoreceptors,
glia, and per lateral neurons. Not surprisingly,
high temperature
conditions
led to expression
in more tissues than pets usual pattern of spatial expression,
and in these additional
tissues, circadian
fluctuations
were not apparent.
We
suspect that this more widespread
expression pattern
underlies
at least in part the absence of RNA cycling
in this genotype at 29OC.; i.e., RNA cycling in the appropriate
neurons and glia (estimated
at 3% of the
cells in the ganglia of the head; see Ewer et al., 1992)
is swamped by noncycling expression elsewhere. This
interpretation
is supported
by the immunohistochemical analysis in which protein cycling is restricted
to what appears to be per’s normal sites of expression.
Both results indicatethat
onlythesecells
have special,
as yet undescribed,
features which are required for
RNA and protein cycling.
It is interesting
to consider more generally the extent to which these current experiments
bear on the
proposition
that the molecular cycling (RNA and protein) is essential to the gene’s contributions
to circadian biological function. Alternatively,
might they be
epiphenomena
that are not absolutely
central to the
PER protein’s putative function as a clock molecule?
The first possibility
is very difficult to prove but can
be disproved
by finding circumstances
(or per constructs) that have biological
activity in the absence of
protein or RNA cycling. We suspected that the rescuing 7.2 kb fragment (saris 5’ flanking
DNA and promoter) might have provided
such an example; yet,
both RNA and protein cyclings were readily detected.
Moreover, cycling at the protein level could be shown
in the presenceof
aconstitutivelyactivated
promoter.
These observations
make it more likely, in our view,
that the molecular cycling is central to per’s function.
To date, there are no examples of a construct or a
mutant strain with robust behavioral
rhythms (in DD)
without per gene product cyclings. Identification
of
the cis-acting elements within the 7.2 kb fragment
should illuminate the regulatory
mechanism that underlies the cyclical expression of this gene’s RNA and
protein.
Experimental

Procedures

Stocks
D. melanogaster
strains were grown on a cornmeal,
sugar, yeast,
and agar medium. Tegosept was added as a mold inhibitor.
Flies
were raised in a fly room in an LD cycle of 12L:12D, at 25T and
approximately
70% relative humidity.
Construction
of the 7.2 transformation
plasmid-containing

7.2 kb of per genomic
DNA, whose 5’ end is within the gene’s
first intron-has
been described
(Hamblen
et al., 1986). For the
7.2 transformants,
two out of ten lines rescued
rhythmicity
of
pePr flies (Hamblen
et al., 1986). The two rhythmic
lines (7.2:2
and 7.2:9) and three of the arrhythmic
lines (7.2:1, 7.2:5, and 7.2:
7) are still available.
A homozygous
transformant
line, which carries the 7.2 kb per
construct
under the control
of a hsp70 promoter,
was used also.
Construction
of the hsp70-per7.2
fusion gene-containing
P element vector
and the transformant
lines obtained
has been reported (Ewer et al., 1988, 1990).
The following
stocks
were used as controls:
Canton-S
wild
type, pePr, pePr;ry,
for behavior
and staining;
and for staining
only we used per- [Df(7/64j4/ofrnTEM-202]
females, which
lack
the per locus, because of these two overlapping
deletions
(for
review see Hall and Kyriacou,
1990).
Two kinds of strains that are mutant for their external photoreceptors were tested: oc+;eya’and
oc’;eya’.
In ocelliless
(ocr; Lindsley and Zimm, 1992), the ocelli are absent, whereas
in eyes absent’ (eyar), the compound
eyes are thoroughly
missing
(e.g.,
Boninietal.,1993).oc’wasoutcrossed
toremovelinkedcuticular
markers.
eyar was outcrossed
(to wild type) and reextracted
once
before testing.
The double
mutant oc’;eya’
was a derivative
of
the outcrossed
eya’ strain.
Behavioral
Analysis
Before subjecting
the flies to the behavioral
tests, they were
outcrossed.
Except for line peP’;7.2:9,
in which the insert is located on the third chromosome,
all other transgenes
map to
the X-chromosome.
Line pePr;7.2:9
has the insert maintained
heterozygous
with TM2, an InOLR),ry
Ubx balancer.
Virgin females were crossed
to pe+‘r;ry males. Male offspring
with wildtype eye color, thus bearing the 7.2 kb insert (which carries ry+),
were selected for behavioral
testing. peP’;ry males from the same
outcross
served as controls.
For all other lines carrying
the insert
on the X-chromosome,
homozygous
virgin females were mated
to pepr;ry
males. The first outcross
yielded
males, all of which
carry the insert, and heterozygous
females. The former had their
behavior
monitored;
the latter were backcrossed
to peP’;ry
males.Malesfrom
thissecondoutcrosswereeitherpeP’(ryeyes)
or carried the insert (wild-type
eye color) and were used as control and test flies, respectively.
per+ and pePr males came from
stocks
that had been outcrossed
to attached-X
females.
To monitor
locomotor
activity,
young
males (O-3 days posteclosion)
were put into small glass tubes, which
were placed
into an activity monitor.
The setup is described
in detail by Hamblen et al. (1986). In brief, each tube is placed in a photoelectric
circuit.
When the fly passes the infrared
beam of the emitterdetector
pair, the circuit
is interrupted,
and the event is registered for storage in intermediary
hardware
memory.
Every halfhour, cumulative
numbers
for each fly (bin) are stored on disc.
These raw data are sent to a VAX system for further
processing
and analysis (see Hamblen-Coyle
et al., 1992; Rutila et al., 1992).
To test flies for various
aspects
of their daily behavior-freerunning
rhythms,
the ability to synchronize
to LD cycles,
and
the ability to entrain
to a phase-shift
of the Zeitgeber
cyclethree different
schedules
were applied:
First, per+, peP’;ry
and
the five transformant
strains were exposed
to 7 or 8 days of
LD cycle entrainment
(12L:12D).
During the light phases of this
experiment
and the other LD ones performed
in this study, the
flies were tested in light intensities
ranging from 300-1000 Iux
(see Hamblen-Coyle
et al., 1992). On day 8, the lights did not
come on again, and the flies were thus monitored
in conditions
of DD for the following
8-10 days. Second, control
and test flies
were first tested in a 12L:12D entrainment
schedule;
from day
8 on, they free-ran
in DD for another
8 days; thereafter,
they
were again subjected
to LD entrainment;
the schedule
of the
second cycle was of opposite
phase (DL) from the original
(LD)
one. Third, this schedule
started with 6 days of 12L12D; on day
7, a single phase-shift
was induced
by interspersing
one cycle
of 5L:12D; this advanced
the subsequent
12L:12D cycle by 7 hr;
the second
part of the experiment
was carried out for another
IO days; at the end of this behavioral
test, individual
flies were

taken out of the monitor
at ZT 23, as well as ZT 11 (ZT 0 =
beginning
of the light phase), and were stained for the PER protein (see below).
A fly’s behavioral
data were deemed
analyzable
if it survived
for 6 or more days in a given condition.
Thus, in the 2- or 3-week
runs(seeabove),fliesthat
lived<6daysduringweek
1 (LDconditions) were excluded
from analysis; and, for computation
of freerunning
period values, flies that survived
week 1 but then lived
<6 days during week 2 (DD conditions)
were excluded
from analytical consideration.
Approximately
85% of the behaviorally
monitored
adults survived
long enough
(i.e., >2 weeks) to have
their behavior
included
in Figure 1 (LD) and Table 1 (DD). To
determine
the period (z) of free-running
rhythms,
unfiltered
data
collected
under constant
conditions
(DD) were searched for periodicities
using the chi square periodogram
(Sokolove
and Bushell, 1978). Significant
periods
were determined
as described
by
Hamblen
et al. (1986). The highest amplitude
of the periodogram
peak was used as a measure
of the period of the endogenous
rhythm
(T). Power of the rhythm
(height of the maximal
amplrtude above the 5% significance
level; see Liu et al., 1991) and
the width of the periodogram
peak (the number
of significant
periods [in 0.5 hr intervals]
at the significance
level) were metrics
used to describe
the robustness
of the rhythms.
These criteria
were applied
as described
in Ewer et al. (1992) to distinguish
between
rhythmic
(wild-type-like)
and arrhythmic
(peP’-like)
flies.
To test the period of flies at temperatures
different
from the
standard
25OC temperature,
flies of the rhythmic
lines 7.2:2 and
7.2:9 and wild-type
and pep’ control
flies were reared and entrained
at 25OC in 12L:12D cycles.
After eclosion,
outcrossed
males bearing one copy of either of these transgene
inserts and
control
flies were monitored
at 29°C or at 15’C in DD for 10
days. Flies that lived for a minimum
of 6 days in these conditions
were analyzed
for their period. (At the low temperature,
some
flies of line 7.2:2, whose actograms
appeared
rhythmic
by visual
inspection,weretooweak
to tabulate[owingtoanomalouslylow
power values or narrow periodogram
peaks]. These ambiguous
flies [n = 51 were not included
in the analysis).
A transformant
line that is true breeding
for pep’ on its
X-chromosome
and carries the 7.2 kb per construct
under the
control of a hsp70 promoter
(Eweret al., 1988,199O) was behaviorally tested
before
immunocytochemistry
was carried
out on
these flies. For the present
study, we chose a line called S13,
which
among
the hsp70-per
7.2 transgenics
had shown
the
strongest
rhythms
in DD (Ewer et al., 1990); it is homozygous
for the fusion gene on its third chromosome.
Flies were treated
as described
by Ewer et al. (1990) to obtain optimal
behavioral
rescue:
Insert-carrying
flies were reared at 18°C in a 12L:12D
cycle. After eclosion,
they were transferred
to the behavioral
monitors,
and their locomotor
activity
was recorded
at 18OC in
12L:12D. Four,days
later, the temperature
was raised to 29OC
at the beginning
of the dark period,
whereas
the LD regime
continued
for another
seven LD cycles. Because some of these
flies were removed
from the behavioral
tests to be stained for
PER protein,
the only animals that were analyzed
behaviorally
were those monitored
for at least three full cycles at 29OC.
Programs
applied to the raw data involving
the flies’ behavior
in LD entrainment
are described
in detail by Hamblen-Coyle
et
al. (1992). A program
called Phase was applied to determine
the
phase of the morning
and evening
peak of the bimodal
activity
pattern
displayed
by flies in LD entrainment.
The phase of an
activity peak (with respect to times of environmental
transitions
in LD cycles) can be determined
individually
for each fly on a
given day, or as a mean value for an individual
animal whose
successive
cycles involve the same environmental
schedule.
The
program
also computes
group phase values (means of means)
for all the animals of a given genotype
that were tested. Flies in
LD cycles were analyzed
for the stable phase of their evening
peak after they had been in a given LD schedule
for 2 days.
A program
called Eduction
depicts
the individuals’
or the
groups’behaviorgraphically,
bysuperposingthe
recordsof
days
spent in the same schedule
(see Hamblen-Coyle
et al., 1989,
1992). This resulted
in activity
plots of the several days of an
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individual’s
behavior
(Figure 2) and of the average behavior
several flies of a given genotype
(Figure 1).
Statistical
comparisons
amongst
period, power, or phase
ues were performed
using (nonparametric)
Mann-Whitney
tests.

for
valU

lmmunohistochemistry
Drosophila
were collected
as young adults (O-12 hr); vials containing flies of a given genotype
were put into two incubators,
which were on a 12L:12D schedule.
As the LD schedules
of separate incubators
were 180 degrees
out of phase, it was possible
to take aged (5- to 7day-old)
flies-ranging
from 3 hr before to
1 hr after lights on-together
with flies on the opposite
schedule
(3 hr before to 1 hr after lights off) and process them simultaneously. At the time spans just noted, the PER protein
is at its
highest and lowest abundance,
respectively
(see Introduction).
In a separate experiment,
the behavior
of the individual
flies
was monitored
before each animal was stained for PER. In this
case, an initial 12L:12D schedule
of 6 days was phase advanced
by7 hr.AfterlOdaysin
theshifted
schedule,
thefliesweretaken
out of the monitor
at Zl 23 or ZT 11 and stained
for PER as
follows.
We used anti-PER antibodies
that had been produced
by L. J. Zwiebel;
aEcoPER was made in rat against an almost
complete
fusion protein expressed
in Escherichia
coli (Liu et al.,
1991, 1992). The other antibody,
which was also made in rat, is
derived
from PER protein
synthesized
in cultured
insect cells
transfected
by baculovirus
(for review
of such methods
see
Luckow
and Summers,
1988), which contained
per sequences
(as generated
by J. E. Rutila, unpublished
data). Both antibodies
were affinity
purified
and led to essentially
the same type of
staining,
except that levels of specific
and background
staining
were slightly
less intense when using the baculovirusderived
antibody
(“background”
is not a generic
term here, but instead
refers to the very weak and diffuse staining
seen in sections
of
genetically
per-null
flies).
Flies were embedded
in TissueTec,
frozen on a bench freezer,
and sectioned
(IO or 12 pm) in the frontal or horizontal
plane
on a SLEE cryostat.
The procedure
was carried out as described
in Siwicki et al. (1988) with the following
modifications.
As the
current
primary
antibodies
had been made in rat, we employed
a biotinylated
rabbitanti-rat
secondary
antibody,
usingadilution
of 1:200 and rabbit serum for blocking
nonspecific
sites. The
aPER antibody
was incubated
overnight.
Incubation
times for
both thesecondaryantibodyand
theABcomplex(VectorLaboratories) were 2 hr. After staining (0.3% DAB, 0.01% H202; 20 min),
the slides were rinsed, air dried, and mounted
in Crystal Mount.
Then, they were baked at 80°C for 10 min, cooled,
and coverslipped with DPX.
In one experiment
(see above and Results), after the individual
adults’ behaviors
were recorded,
the flies were taken out of the
monitor
and were fixed immediately.
Proboscis,
legs, and wings
were removed,
and then each animal was placed in an Eppendorf
tube containing
4% ice-cold
paraformaldehyde.
The tubes were
rotated
in the cold (4Y) for 2.5 hr. Fixing was followed
by four
rinses in phosphate
buffer (0.1 M; pH 7.2) of 30 min each. Subse
quently,
the flies were submerged
in 25% sucrose
in phosphatebuffered
saline (pH 7.2). This was done overnight
with gentle
rotation
in the cold. Flies were sectioned
the next day; they were
then dried and rinsed 4 times in phosphate-buffered
saline. The
staining
protocol
was subsequently
carried
out as described
above.
Control
genotypes
were peP (n = 3) and per- (n = 8) flies,
used to determine
the background
level of staining,
and per+
(wild-type)
flies (n = 23, used to compare
positive
signals in the
transgenics
and as control
for the detection
of protein cycling
(see Results;
see Zerr et al., 1990). In addition,
in about 60%
of the relevant
genotypic
comparisons,
the two animals
to be
compared
(e.g., transgenic
and control
fly, or rhythmic
and arrhythmic
transgenic
adult) were mounted
on the same slide.
To determine
the presence
and cycling of PER in hsp-per
7.2
transgenics,
a subset of the flies that had been tested behaviorally were taken out of the monitor
at the light to dark (n = 17),
or the dark to light (n = 27), transitions
of the first, second,
and

fourth cycle after the temperature
had been raised to 29°C. The
flies were fixed and stained using the methods
described
above,
except that, for some of the flies, the Vectastain
ABC Elite kit
was used to increase
the staining
signal.
hsp70-per
7.2 transformant
flies, raised and kept at 18OC in
12L:12D, served as controls
for the absence
of staining
at low
(noninducing)
temperature
(n = 9). Heads and thoraces
of
stained
flies were inspected
for the presence
of PER using a
light microscope
(Zeiss, Axiophot).
Abdominal
staining was not
examined.
How well the immunoreactivity
could be evaluated
depended
on the completeness
of the sections.
One hundred
percent
of the specimens
could be judged for staining in photoreceptors
and glia; the percentages
for signals in the various
groups
of other cell types ranged from 80%-95%
(of the sectionedanimals)forperneuronsto50%-70%
forthoracicstaining.
RNAase Protection
Assays
Thetwo
rhythmic
transformant
lines, 7.22 (one experiment)
and
7.2:9 (three experiments),
were tested for RNA cycling. Flies used
for these time courses
were first entrained
at 25Y in a 12L:12D
cycle for at least 72 hr. For each subsequent
time point (still in
these LD conditions),
heads were isolated,
and RNA was extracted
(see Hardin
et al., 1990, 1992a, 1992b). Contaminating
DNA was eliminated
from these RNA samples
(IO pg) by treatment with 2 U of RNAase-free
DNAase (Promega)
for 20 min at
37OC before
hybridization.
A probe was prepared
(see Hardin
et al., 1990) that contains
RNA from nucleotides
+442 to +3025
(except for first intron sequences
between
+499 and +2788) and
protects
an endogenous
per RNA fragment
of 198 nucleotides
and a 7.2 insert-derived
RNAfragment
of 142 nucleotides
(the”+”
coordinates
refer to nucleotides
numbered
from the per gene’s
transcription
start site, =“+I;”
see Citri et al., 1987). As a control
for RNA loading
in each lane, a ribosomal
protein
probe (rp49)
was included
in each protection
assay (see Hardin et al., 1990,
1992a, 1992b). RNA hybridization,
digestion,
and separations
were performed
as described
in Hardin et al. (1990). Radiolabeled
123 nucleotide
markers
(BRL) were run on each gel as size standards. Quantifications
of protected
band intensities
were performed
using a Microtek
MSF3OOCS
image scanner.
Homozygous
hspdriven
per transformants
@eP’;hsp70per
7.2lhsp 70 per 7.2: strain S13) were raised at 18OC in 12L:12D
cycle;. The’hsp promoter
was induced
by increasing
the incubator temperature
to 29OC coincident
with lights on. hsp-per
7.2
flies were entrained
to three LD cycles at 29OC and then collected
in tubes and frozen at 4 hr intervals
during the fourth LD cycle.
Heads were then isolated, and RNA was prepared
as described
beforeforeachofthesetimepoints.
RNAaseprotectionsofthese
samples
were performed
as described
previously
(Hardin et al.,
1990,1992a,
1992b) using theper2/3
probe. This probewill
recognize both the transgenic
hsp-per
RNA and the endogenous
pep’
RNA.
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